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And #BigDickAnon is back in his CIA Fren persona, this time in thread titled,

"China is the modern day Nazi Germany" headed by the tweet below from Clay

Travis.

https://t.co/49yWJyfZLb

"The Chinese leadership knows China is a dying country and that explains their aggressive behavior. It is an attempt to save

China through expansion before the clock runs out. The environmental damage that industrialization has cause Chinese

cannot be underestimated."

"A secret Chinese study conducted 4 years ago laid out a grim future for the country. Currently only 23

% of China`s water is safe. Over 50% of the land is poisoned and air pollution is creating such destruction over 40% of the

population has lung poisoning and..."

"...the figure is rising. The biggest danger in the short run is the damaged caused by the insane population polices of limiting

families to small sizes. This has created havoc with the population demographics and basically China is an aging country

with..."

"...the wrong mix that is creating a disaster with too many old people. The most telling sign though was the Xi visit to Trump

in the first year of his presidency. American intelligence bugged Xi`s plane and on his stop in Alaska on the way back to

China Xi declared to..."

"...associates that China within five years would have to expand and their two major targets were Alaska and the Russian

Siberia. This was a major reason behind the release of the bio-weapon known as Covid. American intelligence has known

the release was intentional and..."

"...aimed at destroying the will of the west to resist Chinese aggression with the full import of the virus not being known for

years while wave after wave of mutations continue to rise. China is dying and..."

"...the death of China will cause WW3 as China takes the world with it. War is coming prepare."
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